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PREFACE 

This handbook is meant to serve as a companion to the 
Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae, in so far as the latter provide speci
mens of the Middle Byzantine musical notation, popularly called 
the Round System, which is the earliest form of Byzantine Neumes 
that can be definitely deciphered. Our aim therefore will be to 
give the rules of this system as clearly as possible: to explain the 
symbols usually found in musical manuscripts; and to illustrate by 
practical examples the method of transcription recommended by 
the editors of the Monumenta Musicae B zantinae. It is to be hoped 
t at t e reader, after following our exposition, will be able to 

N7:) transcribe and l?erform any ordinary Byzantine hymn of which a 
manuscript copy or facsimile may be available. Now we are trying' 

l to provide for the needs of musical palaeographers and students of 
the history of music. Critics and the general musical public cannot 
be expected to appreciate a subject which has only just emerged 
from the experimental stage: but, when a greater body of hymns 
has been published in staff-notation, with the most needful expla
nations, then the artistic side of Byzantine music and its connexion 
with the Gregorian and other kindred systems can be more pro
fitably discussed. The generosity and enlightened policy of the 
Danish Academy and the support of the Union of Academies allow 
us to hope that such a publication may be found possible before 
very long. 

Our list of authorities is confined to modern books and articles 
that are of immediate use to the musical palaeographer. Several of 
these contain lists of older works. We have also included one or two 
collections of Greek folksongs. 

My thanks are due firstly to Professor Hoeg and Professor Wellesz, 
joint editors with me of the Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae, for their 
valuable cooperation; secondly to the Danish Academy and its 
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ex-president, Professor Drachmann; thirdly, to the Editor of the 
BYZANTINISCHE ZEITSCHRIFI' for leave to reproduce a diagram -
the latest, but, I hope, not the last, of many kindnesses from that 
quarter; and fourthly to the Governors of the Hort Fund at Cam
bridge, the British School at Athens and all scholars or academic 
bodies in Great Britain that have, at various times and in many 
different ways, helped me during my twenty-nine years' study of 
Byzantine Music. 

University College, Cardiff. 
H.J. w. TILL YARD. 
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CHAPTER I 

A GENERAL SURVEY 

Byzantine Music in its main features resembles Gregorian. It has 
eight Modes: it uses a free rhythm, without any regular division 
into bars: it is sung by a single voice or by voices in unison. The 

I metrical unit of Greek hymnody is a colon or versicle of no fixed 
length, like the half-verses in the psalms. Most hymns are written 
in rhytmical prose; but even if the poem was in a strict metre, like 
the iambic Canons of St John of Damascus, the composer paid no 
heed to the scansion, but followed the stress-accent, as in ordinary 
speech. The ancient Greek quantities were obsolete in the Byzantine 
age; and the music ignores them, but respects the accents, which , 
no longer denoted pitch as in Ancient Greek, but stress, as in Modern 
Greek. Because of this freedom of rhythm we may say that Byzantine 
Hymnody is more like recitative than melody. Florid passages are 
admitted; and a great many conventional phrases, cadential or 
otherwise, are used, some being typical of one or two Modes, or 
found mostly in some special part of the scale, while others could 
occur in any position and in all Modes alike. Such devices made the 
music more lucid and easier to remember. If the student is to appre
ciate and enjoy a Byzantine hymn, it must not merely be played 
over on the piano, but thoroughly mastered and sung with the 
words and with due regard to rhythm and expression. 

THE BYZANTINE MUSICAL NOTATIONS. 

The Byzantine musical signs were derived from the Ecphonetic 
Notation, or recitation-marks, used as a guide to the reading of 
certain portions of Scripture in the Church. These are an extension 
of the accentual signs invented by Aristophanes of Byzantium. 
While denoting certain inflections of the voice, they do not imply 
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either definite intervals or a coherent melody. But they are of great 
historical value, both as affording a clue to the nature of the accent 
in later classical Greek and as the parent of the Byzantine neumes. 

The earliest musical system appears towards the end of the tenth 
century; and it rapidly develoQed through more or less tentative 
phases, until, about 1100, a clear and adequate notation was 
invented, which, by the end of the century, had virtually ousted 
the more primitive forms. We may therefore tabulate the ~ 

® of the neumes as follows: 

EARLY BYZANTINE. c. 950-1200 

The neumes represent approximate intervals and only give an 
inexact view of the melody. The most primitive stage has no sign 
for a repeated note but leaves a blank space over the syllable. In 
the intermediate stages the repeated note is marked by a horizontal 
stroke. Some of the intermediate notations, for instance the Chartres 
fragment, use very elaborate compound signs for conventional 
groups of notes. The third stage, sometimes called the Coislin 
notation ( 1), from a famous MS at Paris, used a hooked sign -
for a repeated note. A more detailed sub-division of the Early 
Byzantine notations would be of .little use until more specimens 
have been studied and published. By comparison with later ver
sions we can usually gain a rough notion of the original tunes
exactly as is done with the Gregorian neumes. 

MIDDLE BYZANTINE OR ROUND NOTATION. c. I 100-1450 

In this system, which is the subject of the present handbook, the 
melody is shown by interval-signs having exact and fixed values (2). 
As a rule the change from the early to the Middle notation did not 
mean a new tune, but only the fixing of an old one; so that we may 

(1) Paris, Coislin 220. Some reproductions are given by Petresco, J-B., LES 
ImoMELES ET LE CANON DE L'OFFICE DE NOEL, Plates XXVI-XXVIII; Rie
mann, H., D. BYz. NoTENSCHRIFT, Pl. IV, V. Specimen of Chartres frag., 
Gastoue OP. CIT. Pl. III. 

(2) The popular term "Round" is used with a certain reservation, because 
some of the more archaic Middle Byzantine specimens use angular forms ( e. g. 
,,_ for -), as also do some of the Coislin type. This however is only a graphical 
oddity and does not affect the musical value of the signs. 
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claim to have melodies whose origin goes back to the tenth or 
eleventh centuries if not further. Throughout the period given 
above, we see that the older tunes were copied again and again, 
with slight local variations or alternative readings, but substan
tially unaltered. 

LATE BYZANTIN~. 1400-1821. 

While the copying of ancient melodies went on, there was no lack 
of new composition in the fifteenth century and perhaps in the 
fourteenth ( 1); and the new works, being often settings of words 
not hitherto supplied with music, showed, in their florid character 
and chromatic ornamentation, the growing influence of the East. 
The interval-signs remain unchanged; but, in order to cope with 
a more elaborate rhythm, the composers employ a great number 
of symbols intended to give a summary view of various conventional 
figures, or to indicate the primary and secondary accents with 
greater precision, or to divide the unit of time. Most of these 
symbols had already been invented and were illustrated in a study 
by the precentor Cucuzeles (1300 A. D.). But as their general use 
belongs to a later age, we shall no longer recommend the name 
"Cucuzelian" for the late Byzantine notation. The Fall of Con
stantinople brought to a rude cessation the activities of Greek 
musicians; and it was not until the seventeenth century that any 
noticeable revival can be seen. But from 1660 onwards there was 
a vast output of Church music. Some scribes copied the older 
hymns, with little change, from the manuscripts of the fifteenth 
century. Many composers made ornamental or embellished ver
sions, often with almost incredible elaboration· while others again 

' ' ' simplified the more difficult tunes to suit beginners or village singers. 
The influence of the East was overwhelming: Greek musicians 
composed Turkish songs, while they naturally borrowed from 
Oriental sources much of the new melodic material used jn the 
setting of Byzantine hymns. At the end of the eighteenth century 
the movement seems to have spent its force, as travellers have then 
declared that few, if any, Greek precentors even pretended to 
understand the notation. 

( 1) See the list of Byzantine musicians and their works in Sophronius Eustra
tiades, CATALOGUE OF GREEK MSS. AT LAURA (Athos) p. 444 (HARVARD THEOL. 
STUDIES XII). 



MooERN OR CHRYSANTHlNE. 1821 to 1933. 
Chrysanthus was a Greek Archimandrite with some knowledge 

both of Ancient Greek and of European music. His reform had 
two main objects-the simplification of the notation so that it could 
be printed; and the adaptation of a sol-fa system for the use of 
learners. He did not attempt to restore the mediaeval melodies or 
to purge Byzantine music of Oriental elements. It is therefore 
unsafe to assume that the modern music of the Greek Church 
contains any body of tradition earlier than the eighteenth cen
tury ( 1), although many melodies may have accidentally preserved 
their more ancient forms. After 1832, when the Chrysanthine 
notation was published in its final shape, the older system was soon 
forgotten; and composers began to work in the new medium, still 
following the style of the East. In the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century the influence of Western Europe and of Russia makes 
itself felt. The extreme chromaticism and nasal voice-production 
begin to be regarded as barbaric, while harmonised vocal music 
comes into use in many of the city churches ( 2). This practice has 
been deplored by European critics and strongly opposed by patrio
tic Greeks, who since 1912, have attempted to restore the methods 
of 182 1. Both schools at pr~ent flourish side by side. 

In our account of the development of the musical notation we 
have made no mention of the less important or transitional varieties. 
More thorough research will be needed before these can be tabulated 
in detail. It will also be noticed that there is some overlapping 
between the different stages; but this is natural, as a new system 

( 1) Thus Hatherly, S. G., TREATISE ON BYz. Musrc deals almost entirely with 
the modern system, which he regularly calls "Byzantine". Among Greek choir
books in the Chrysanthine system we may mention: Sakellariades, A. Teup6lov 
"al lIEVTTJ"OC1Ta(!loV .do;aan"aeiov (Athens 1895); Georgiou, N., , Avae1.ae1,
µa-rd(!t0II (Smyrna 1900); Keltzanides, P. G., .do;aC1Td(!tOV (C'ple 1882); Sakel
larides, I. Th. 'leea. 'Yµvcp6la (Athens 1902) and other selections. (cf. BYz. ZEIT
SCHR. XX, p. 470). One or two Modern Greek tunes in Neale-Hatherly HYMNS OF 
THE EASTERN CHURCH WITH Music. and in Christ-Paranikas ANTHOL. GRAECA 
CARMINUM CHRISTIANORUM (Introd. Lib. IV). For a recent study of the modern 
system see D. G. Schwarz, LE CHANT ECCLES. BYZ. DE NOS JOURS. (IRENIKON, 
vol. X, parts 3 and 4, 1933, part 3, 1934). 

(2) cf. MusrcAL ANTIQUARY, Vol. II. ( 1911) p. 97. Music AND LETTERS, 
Vol. IV, July 1923, 271. 

always needed some time to win general acceptance and to oust 
its older rivals. 

The earlier writers on Byzantine Music, who worked indepen
dently in different countries, naturally pleased themselves in naming 
the various stages of the notation. But the resulting disagreement 
and confusion of nomenclature are most perplexing to a beginner. 
We add therefore a survey of the chief varieties of terminology used 
by modern theorists and the equivalent names in our own scheme. 
No attempt will be made to discuss the validity of the terms 
applied by other writers, as this would involve a longer treatment 
than space allows. ( 1) 

In the following summar.y of the different nomenclatures we leave 
out, for brevity's sake, all mention of the Recitation-Marks or 
Ecphonetic Notation, as the danger of confusion lies elsewhere. 

~ut (2) has the stages-NOTATION CoNSTANTlNOPOLITAINE 
which answers to our Early Byzantine; NOTATION HAGIOPOLITAINE' 
which is our Middle Byzantine or Round System; NOTATION o~ 
KouKOUZELES (3) which answers to our Late Byzantine (though 
Thibaut has dated it much too early) and lastly NOTATION GRECQ,UE • 
MODERNE (4), which we call Modern or Chrysanthine. 

Gastoue (5), who had studied the intermediate stage of the 
Early Byzantine Neumes, calls this NOTATION PALEOBYZANTlNE 
while the next stage (which we call the Coislin Notation) he call~ 
NOTATION BYz. MIXTE ou CoNSTANTlNOPOLITAINE. Otherwise he 
agrees with Thibaut. 

Riemann (6), who was aware of a still older notation distin-. ' gmshes TWO archaic stages (that of the Athas MS, Laura B. 32 and 
that of the Chartres fragment.) In the third place he puts Drn 
FElNE STRICHPUNKTNOTIERUNG ( our Coislin System), while his later 
stages agree with those marked by the earlier authors. 

(1) See Wellesz, E. Dm EPOCHEN DER BYz. NoTENSCHRIFT (ORIBNS CHRIST. 
S. III, 7, 1932 p. 279). 

(2) ORIGINE BYZ. p. 33, 101 (for full title see bibliography on page 10). 
(3) Ibid. Plate XIII. 
(4) Ibid. Plate XIV. 
(5) OP. CIT. pp. 12-23. 
(6) OP. CIT. pp. 54, 73. 
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Psachos ( 1) appears to regard .all the notations before 1660, as 
"ancient stenography", making no attempt to distinguish between 
the various stages. 

Tardo (2) calls the Early Byzantine Notation ScRITTURA PALEOBI
ZANTINA; the Middle Byzantine or Round NEOBIZANTINA; and the 
Late Byzantine ScRITTURA DI CucuzELI. 

Petresco (3) calls one stage NOTATION PALEOBYZANTINE, which 
includes the archaic and intermediate stages of the Early Byzantine 
Notation. The next stage he calls NOTATION HAGIOPOLITE (4), but 
apparently means the third stage of the Early Neumes, or Coislin 
System. The Middle Byzantine or Round Notation receives no 
separate mention; and he passes to the next stage, which he calls 
LA NoTATION DE KouKouzfLEs ET DES MELURGEs (5). 

It is greatly to be desired that the nomenclature used in this 
handbook and recommended by the editors of the MoNUMENTA 
Mus1cAE BYZANTINAE should be followed by all writers on 
Byzantine hymnody. Subdivions of the main classes can easily 
be made, as need arises. 

(1) 'H na.eauriµarr:tX'f} Tijr; Bv{,;arr:wijr; Movuixijr;, Athens 1917, p. 25 ff. 
(2) D. Lorenzo Tardo, Ieromonaco, I CoDICI MELURGICI DELLA VATICANA 

ETC. (ARCHIVIO STORICO PER LA CALABRIA ELA LUCANIA, Anno I, fasc. II, pp. 17, 
18;) and LA MusICA BIZ.EI CoDICI DI MELURGIA DELLA BIBLIOTECA DI GROTTA
FERRATA (AccADEMIE E BIBLIOTECHE, Anno IV, N. 4-5, 1931 p. 6) and 'H Bv
{,;aVTW'fJ Movat""}, 17 y(!acprJ xal 17 i=ikulr; Tijr; (Athens 1933). 

(3) OP. CIT. p. 40. 
(4) lB. p. 42. 
(5) lB. p. 52. 

CHAPTER II 

THE INTERVAL-SIGNS IN THE MIDDLE 

BYZANTINE NOTATION 

In Byzantine music the melody is given by a chain of interval
signs, every note being reckoned from the one before. The first 
note of all depends upon the Mode and is shown by the proper 
signature. The interval-signs are divided into Steps ( called Somata 
or "bodies") and Leaps ( called Pneumata or "spirits"). Some of 
the Steps or Somata have a special dynamic or rhythmic force 
besides their interval-value. The simple signs have a range of 
values up to a fifth, both upwards and downwards. For greater 
leaps we use compound signs. The following are the signs and their 
values.-

Repeated note: - Ison ~Iaov (a-a) 

Ascending Second: - Oligon (oiltyov): C 
> 

,- Oxeia (o;eia): ~ 

' - Petaste (ne-raa-r~) : C 

- Duo Kentemata (<5vo ,eev-r~µa-ra):J -- Kuphisma (uov<ptaµa): ~ 
V 

'f Pelaston (neJ.aa-r6v): ~ 

Interval

value: 

a-b 

For convenience we reckon the intervals from a; but whatever 
the starting-note may be, the intervals will be the same. No distinc
tion is made between tones and semitones, or between major and 
minor intervals. These things depend upon the Mode and will be 
explained later. 
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Thus it will be seen that the Oligon makes a plain quaver without 
any special force; but the Oxeia indicates an accent. The Petaste 
implies a strong staccato and is usually followed by a descent of the 
melody. The Duo Kentemata cannot be the first sign over a syll
able, but add an ascending second, with a weak staccato, to some 
other progression, e. g.-

(a-be') 

The Kuphisma and Pelaston are seldom used. 

Descending Second • Apostrophus an6<1-r:eocpo; f (a-g) 

an6<1T(!O<pOt I 
•• Double Apostrophus , .., ,, .. (a-g) 

<1vvusaµot 

Two descending seconds over one syllable 

s Hyporrhoe wtO(!(!O~ .•....•....... (a-gf) 

This cannot be the first sign over a syllable, but is used thus:-

--__, s 

J J. J J 

or, to take a longer example: 

-"Z1 :c..,: S :; ,_ c.., S &, .. _ ... --

n ~g' .~ ~ , ~I 

&, r r ~- r U • ttr· r 
-rt; of - - - - -r:o; - - - - - - -

and ..,.. Kratemo-hyporrhoon uea-r:nµovn6eeoov which has the same 
value, but lengthens and accents the preceeding note, thus: 

ovbaµov - - - - - - - -

21 

LEAPS OR PNEUMATA. 

Ascending third - Kentema uiv-r:nµa f ............... (a-c') 

Ascending fifth I Hypsele 'IYIJlTIA~ J' .................. (a-e') 

Descending third - Elaphron eAacpe6v f .............. (a-f) 

Descending fifth JC (later \c) chamele xaµ?JA~ J" ........ (a-d) 

COMPOUND SIGNS. 
By strict rule no Pneuma (leapJ can stand over a syllable without 

the support of a Soma (step); but the latter loses its interval-value 
if the Pneuma stands below it or to the right of it; yet in all com
pounds the dynamic value of the step-sign (Soma) is kept. 

Thus for a third upwards (a-c') we might have-:- or -- = J" 
> ' 

-< = ~ -- = ~ and so on. For a fifth upwards (a-e') -1 = ~ 
> 

but ,-1 = ~ and so with all the signs for an ascending second 
( except of course the Duo Kentemata, which can never lose inter
val-value). 

If a leap downwards is made, we can have •- = J" or••-= J 
for a third (a-f); and for a fifth (a-d) •JC= J" or ••JC= J ' 

If however the Pneuma (leap) stands ABOVE the Soma (step), 
the values of both are added together, to form one leap. Thus ~ 
makes a fourth upwards (a-d') and ~ a sixth upwards (a-f'). 

This may be done with all the Somata (step-signs), which still 
keep their dynamic force ( again excepting the Duo Kentemata, 
which always make a SEPARATE progression.) 

Similarly -s- makes a fourth downwards and ~ a sixth down
wards. The widest leaps in ordinary use are the sixth downwards 
and the seventh~- and octave,=. upwards. 

SUBORDINATION OR HYPOTAXIS. 
It will be seen from the table given above that only the signs for 

an ascending second have various dynamic values. How could 
these values be expressed when some other progression was made? 

The method used was called Subordination (vn6-ra;t;) and the 
rules were as follows:-

1. The Ison - annuls all ascending step-signs (Somata) if 
placed above them: in other words, the dynamic value remains, 
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> ' 
but the interval-value is lost. Thus, ~ = a-a = ~, ::, = a-a = ~ 
and so on. But the Duo Kentemata are not annulled in any position. 

2. Descending signs annul the ascending step-signs (Somata) if 
' ,_, 

placed above them. Thus ~ = a-g = ~' .;.. = a-g = ' and so 
on: the Duo Kentemata are again unaffected, whether placed 
above or below the descending sign, nor can the Hyporrhoe annul 
any other sign. 

STEP-SIGNS IN COMBINATION. 
For special effects we find two different Somata superposed such 

' as =::, or ~ = a-c' = ~ and some others, where the values are 
> 

added together and an enhanced force is required. 
But if the same sign occurs twice over a syllable, it must be given 

as two distinct progressions: thus : = a-gf CJ 
Some rarer collocations of interval-signs will be given at the 

end of the next chapter. 
The Kratemo-hyporrhoon may be enlarged by the Oligon or 

Oxeia, which keep their values, thus:-

-. 
a g f g 

Fu~ 

EXERCISES ON THE INTERVAL-SIGNS. 
Write out the following in staff notation, giving the dynamic and 

rhythmical volues. (Key on next page). 

-- - .,,.. - .,,.. -- - .,,.. • 
(a) (1) f e f g a a (2) b c' a g a g 

~ -- - - - -
(3) f e f g ab c'g a gf f. 

-- ...... -- -- - -- .,,.. - -- - - - -
(b) (1) b g ab be a b a g (2) g g g g 
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- .. -- -- - - - - - - .,,.. - -b ga a a d' c' b a b c' ba (3) g 

~ - - ....... - - ...... 
9 .,,.. 

"" 
a be' b a ga a (4) a a a be g f 

-- -e e. 

(c) Mode I Plagal from d, Finalis d. 

(2) :rt(!O~ T'TJV <17JV vµ - 'II'!) -

-
-- ... c., - ""' - - - :;, - - 9 
&-av (3) 0 a-,;e-ee OJ - aa~ 0V - ea - vov~ (4) TOJ AO - yrp •'TJ~ <10 -

<pt - a~ aov 

KEY TO EXERCISES ON THE INTERVAL-SIGNS. 

(a) Mode III Plagal (Barys). 

~ F~ 
- .,,.. - .,,.. 

J 4 :t! s ~ ~ s 
> > 

- - 9 

--
l 

--;~ J I 1 
. n i' er lJ s 

(b) Mode II from b (h), Finatis e. 

- -
@ - -- - i- .,,.. 

J --t J' LJ [r G J 
> 

- .,,.. -
I l g 

> 

l It== 



s s s s s s r r f r 
> > 

.... 
9 • • ..... - - - - ,, • •• -

&, G s n J J J J cJ J' J J J . 
> 

(c) 
> 

~ , n .icJ J .r J' 
( 1) E-r:e - ee - w - a6v 

> 

t ~ t f ; t t1 ; ... 
vµ - vcp - - M - av (3) o a-re - ee - w - aa~ ov - ea - vov~ 

&,p l· f i' f lj J" l J' II 
(4) T(p J.6 - ycp Tij~ ao - <pt - a~ aov 

II 

CHAPTER III 

THE SUBSIDIARY SIGNS 

Besides the interval-signs, Byzantine music has a great many 
subsidiary signs or Hypostases (vnoa-raaei~) which modify the 
rhythm or the expression in various ways. In the classical period of 
the Round Notation only a small selection of the total was in 
common use, but late manuscripts, especially in the eighteenth 
century, are overburdened with these signs. We shall however in 
this chapter deal only with those usually found in the 12th, 13th 
and 14th centuries. 

1. Rhythmical Signs 

(a) The following are used to lengthen a note: 

Diple ( &nJ.ij) ,, = j 
~ 

Kratema (xea-rnµa) - (later ,._) = j 
Double Apostrophus .. = descending second with prolongation, 

as already explained. 
Klasma or Tzakisma (xM.aµa, -rCaxiaµa) - = c· 
For anyone unused to free rhythm it may be difficult to sing a 

dotted quaver between plain quavers; but almost the same effect 
may easily be gained thus:-( 1) If the Klasma affects one member -3 

of a group of notes, e. g. ;. this may be sung as a triplet: j ' 
..-... 

3 

or in reverse order: =s' = C j. ( 2) If the Klasma stands over a 

single syllable, we may add a semiquaver rest • - = c· ~- The 
Byzantine theorists say that the Klasma has "half prolongation" or 
"it detaches a note and lengthens it a little." 

Apoderma or Apodoma (wi6~eeµa, wi6~oµa) -- (also--, ,.,..) 
I':'\ 

= ~ 
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(b) Accelerando Gorgon (yoey6v): r 

Ritardando Argon (aey6v): • 
These two are rare in the earlier MSS, but the Gorgon is often 

added in red ink by a later hand. 

2. The following are mainly for stress or emphasis: 

Psephiston ( 'f/J'YJ<purr6v) ,1 = sfz. 

Piasma (n{aaµa) "' (older form ,,) accents the last note of a 
group. Example: ~ -s- = (a) b c' g. This must not be confused 
with the Diple nor with the Duo Kentemata. 

I\ 

Bareia (fJaeeia) , ( also , ) = ~. This sometimes serves to sepa-
rate two signs that might otherwise be added together: ~ ... (a) ,. 
f e, whereas 9 (a) e. Owing to the sprawling shape of the 
Bareia and the natural wish of the scribe to save space, we often 
find that a group of signs, joined by the Bareia, may be piled up 
in a more or less haphazard way, so that the order has to be 
inferred by comparison with other passages. As a rule, the topmost 
interval-sign, unless of course it be the Duo Kentemata, is to be 
read first. Thus we find indifferently such groups as ,.:.9 and 
'i .. and ~.:. .. = (a) c'· g (1), all, as it seems, with the same 
meaning. Even the same MS may be inconsistent in such cases. 

Xeron Klasma (eTJeov xJ.&.aµa) .-...,: mezzo-staccato. 
(This must be carefully distinguished from the Kratema). 

3. The following are either slurs or compendious signs for con
ventional groups of notes: 

Kylisma (xvJ.iaµa) - indicates a flourish at a medial cadence 
and is found with one of these groups: -

6--:. (a) be' bg a. 

~: (a) ha bg a . 

...-~;, (a) be' bg ah. 

(1) We mark a dotted quaver by adding a dot to the letter (a·); a crotchet 
is indicated by a short stroke (a-) . 

The Gorgon is often added. Sometimes we find that the second 
hand in a MS has added the K ylisma to a plain medial cadence 
without writing the neumes in full. 

Thematismus Eso ( {}eµa-r:taµo; law) ,Iii'. This accompanies an 
ornamental group like g- a- c'ba, or g- a- d' c' b. But it must be 
observed, (a) the neumes are almost always written in full, (b) the 
Thematismus Eso is usually omitted. 

Gorgosyntheton ( 1) (yoeyoaV'l/fJe-rov) ..., is used as a slur with 
a group (2) like -~: . 

(It must not be confused with the Kratemo-hyporrhoon ..-t). 

Parakletike (naeaxA'Y)-r:tx17) ....., or...,. is used as a slur with groups 
like be' a. The name, from naeaxakiv "to exhort", suggests that 
it may be also a mark of expression. · 

Antikenoma (av-r:txhwµa) (a) - (b) - is mostly used in late 
MSS to indicate the highest point of an up-and-down figure. Form 
(b) is also put between two Apostrophi thus:- :- • where the 
effect is probably a glissando: (a) g g f 

The End of a Colon or Versicle is marked in the Greek MSS by 
a heavy dot after the last word. In our transcriptions we replace 
this by the number of the next line: and in the music, we represent 

it by a short stroke, thus:- ====:t:=== ======== ' as will have been seen 

in the examples at the end of the last chapter. 

The following Subsidiaries, though really belonging to the Late 
Byzantine notation, are sometimes added by the second hand to 
manuscripts of the Round System. 

Thes-kai-Apothes (fJi; xai an6fJe;) +tr. Literally "Put and take 
away". This marks a middle cadence with a phrase like e- fg f g-. 

(1) For the shape of this sign and of others in late MSS see Fleischer OP. CIT. 

p. 52. 
(2) For an example see the hymn given below in c. V, page 44 (ifaot; 

p~i;.). 



In the famous Study by John Cucuzeles (1) it is given as follows, 
the star showing where the Subsidiary is placed. 

.... .. ,, 
' > 

±j--1 ; ; ;1 f* 
0-er; xal a-no-De - e e - e er;. 

Enarxis ( ePaeeir;) L. This marks the beginning of a phrase. 
In the archaic notations it seems to have been used as an interval
sign, often at the beginning of a hymn; but what special purpose 
it served, either then or later, is uncertain. 

Synagma (avPayµa) z.... Evidently a slur. We find it associated 
with the next Subsidiary in a phrase like: 

f' e' d' c' 
* 

Synagma 

d'- c' b a

* Thema Haploun 

Thema Haploun (Deµa anA.ovP) -e-v or Simple Theme, seems 
to mark a middle cadence with two or three descending notes. The 
formulae (2) in Cucuzeles' Study for these two signs are as follows: .. 

.. * :o:-.. 11 ~ * - ~ -,, - s - - -- r -- ,, -- s -- ,, 

' ' lt,ljgd =-.u, n /j f f l J .a CU (! ~ 

De e e , 
'J'CA.OV'JI. ' V'JI - ay e e e µa a - O'V - µa. 

(1) Fleischer, NEUMENSTUDIEN T. 3, Faes. p. 27. As no sound text of this 
Study has so far been found, neither Fleischer nor anyone else has been able to 
give a satisfactory version of the whole. Yet, although the pitch of the separate 
phrases is therefore uncertain, the melodic formulae are clear enough. 

(2) Ibid. Faes. 32 and 28.-The Thematismus Eso, the Thema Haploun and 
Thes-kai-Apothes were probably adopted by the Russian Church under the 
common name of Fita (i. e. Theta) and used to indicate some extremely elabo
rate flourishes, often varied at the discretion of the singer and sung differently 
in different modes. This practice may be a reflexion of the usage of the Greek 
Church in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when some musicians no 
longer sang the neumes from the MS, but ornamented them or improvised freely, 
according to the custom of the East. (Cf. 0. von Riesemann, Drn NoTATIONEN 
DES ALT-RUSSISCHEN KIRCHENGESANGES, p. 94). The Kylisma was also used in this 
extended sense in the Russian Church at the same date (IBID. 92). 

t 
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RARER GROUPS OF INTERVAL-SIGNS. 

Seisma (aeiaµa). In this group the Hyporrhoe loses its interval
value, under the influence of the Piasma, thus: 

The effect may be that of a tremolo 

- "\. s 
....... - --

• ... dete- ar; ...••. 

Pneuma without Soma. 
(1) The Bareia may be 

following groups: 
a support to a Leap-sign, as m the 

(a) c'a; (a) fd ,-.. 
( 2) The Piasma 1s also, though seldom, used in this way. 

Example (1) 

(3) The Diple may stand under the Elaphron with no other 
sign: :;: (a-)f-

(4) The Kratema 

or for the H ypsele. 

a-c' 
may be a support for the Kentema ~ ,, nj 

a-e' 1,,1 
I n 
-~i 

Reason: in the older or Coislin notation ( the last stage of the 
Early Byzantine neumes) all these signs, Bareia, Piasma, Diple and 
Kratema, were interval-signs and hence formed conventional 
groups, like those given above, which survived in the Round 
System, when the Bareia, Diple and Kratema had become mere 
Subsidiaries. 

(1) cf. also LAunATE, June 1923, page 10 (Ode IX of Easter Canon.). 



CHAPTER IV 

THE BYZANTINE MODES 

The elementary studies and exercises written for beginners in the 
Middle Ages have come down to us in many manuscripts (I). 
From these we see that the fundamental notes of the eight modes 
were held to form a scale in the following order: 

I II III 
d e f 

IV I II 
g a b 

III 
c' 

IV 
d' 

All theorists agree that Mode I comprises the octave d-d', from 
which the other notes are naturally inferred. As a rule the notes 
from d to a are marked as Authentic, when approached from 
below, and Plagal, when approached from above. We shall see 
later that this is not an invariable distinction. Notes below d are 
only marked Plagal and those above a only Authentic, though here 
again the practice varied. As the starting-note of a Byzantine hymn 
was indicated by the number (or sometimes by the Intonation) of 
the Mode, and the melody ran on from that by a chain of interval
signs, it was essential for the interpreter to understand the signature 
of the Mode; and all the more so, because the interval-signs make 
no distinction between tones and semitones. 

Students have found Mode I plain sailing, as it always reads 
from one of the fundamental notes, usually a, and ends on a or d. 
But the later Modes very often do not start from their proper 
Finalis but from some other note, fixed by a special formula, partly 
conventional and partly implying some variety in the Intonation. 

These INTONATIONS OR INITIAL FORMULAE must now be explained. 
Every Byzantine Mode had, besides its number, a certain syllabic 

formula, originally perhaps of a religious meaning, but soon of 

(1) Fleischer, 0., NEUMENSTUDIEN, T. 3, p. 45, and Transcriptions, p. 2. 
er. Tillyard, H.J. w., BYZANTINE MusIC AND HYMNOGRAPHY, p. 41. 
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obscure or forgotten significance. These formulae were borrowed 
and corrupted by the Gregorian theorists. It was usual to sing the 
formula as an Intonation at the beginning of a hymn. But while the 
syllables were (apart from repetition) constant for every Mode, the 
musical notes were variable. Most manuscripts only give a brief 
indication of the starting-note, but others, though the hymn itself 
may be almost note-for-note the same, prefix at times an elaborate 
vocal passage, and (what is more vexatious) may omit the number 
of the Mode. The use of the Intonation was to help the singer to 
find his note; and probably he intoned softly, unheard by the 
congregation, but admired, if he took a florid formula, by the rest 
of the choir. The Intonation was therefore independent of the 
hymn, which it introduced; and no allusion to the Intonation was 
required in the course of the hymn, though some familiar turn of 
the music might happen to occur in both. On the other hand, in 
studies and practice-examples the Intonations are often interwoven 
with fragments of hymns or other verses ( 1). The following Into
nations are typical of the many varieties found in the MSS. 

Mode I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ananes. . . . . . . . agfedefga 
( called annaneane by Hucbald, whose intonations most resemble• 
the Byzantine). 

Mode II ............... . 
Mode III .............. . 

or 
Mode IV ............... . 
I Plagal. ............... . 
II Plagal. .............. . 
III Plagal or Barys ...... . 
IV Plagal. ............. . 

Neanes ....... . 
Nana (2) ..... . 
Aneanes ...... . 
Hagia ........ . 
Aneanes (3) ... . 
Neeanes (4) ... . 
Aanes ........ . 
Nehagie ...... . 

bagab 
c' c' 
c' c'bc' gagfefgabc' 
ggagfg 
dfed 
gabaga (Finalis e.) 
fgef 
gagg. 

We now come to the main question. How can the singer tell from 
what note to begin thehymn?Theanswerisin thetableofsignatures(5) 

(1) For the Intonations v. Fleischer, OP. err. p. 42, and Transcriptions p. 1 ff. 
Our articles B. s. A., XXII, 137; XXVI p. 85; J. H. s., XLVI, 221. Rebours, P., 
TRAITE DE PsALTIQ,UE, p. 278 ff. Petresco, OP. CIT., p. 27 ff. The Greek words 
for Intonation, rix11µa, d:,r:fix11µa, in~x11µa seem to be interchangeable. 

(2) The formula Nana is sometimes given to IV Plagal. 
(3) Some MSS interchange this with III Plagal. 
(4) For the chromatic form of this mode see below. 
(5) Reprinted from BYz. ZEITSCHR., 1931. 
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and in the following explanations, which are based on the deci
pherment of more than five hundred Byzantine melodies. 

The signature, called in Greek MARTYRIA (µarrcveta), is used at 
the beginning of a Byzantine hymn and also medially, as a check on 
the correctness of the singing. If a pause be made on the Finalis of 
some other mode, the signature of that mode may be added. These 
medial signatures were usually put in by a later hand in extant MSS 
of the Middle Byzantine era. 

The compass of the music is unrestricted in all the modes, 
although the authentic seldom go below c and the Plagal not often 
above d'. The usual limits are from A to f'. If an Authentic Mode 
makes a medial cadence on the Finalis of a Plagal Mode, we 
should, when approaching such a cadence, change b-natural to 
b-flat in order to avoid the suggestion of an augmented fourth. 

Mode I. The signature is a stylised alpha, surmounted by two 
hooks and an ascending fifth. (Oxeia-Hypsele.) The hooks are a 
relic of the small semicircle used in older MSS and imply that the 
letter alpha has a numerical value. They are not the Double 
Apostrophus. Other meaningless marks, of like origin, appear over 
several of the other signatures in our table. Mode I in the Middle 
Byzantine system regularly begins from a (very rarely from d) and 
ends on a or d. 

Cadences. These are frequent: gaa-a, c' aa, e- fed- d, e- f d- d. 
(We mark a prolonged note by a short stroke.) The last note of all 
was probably always held, but was not marked with a prolongation
mark in the Middle Byzantine age, although in the Late Byzantine 
notation it often receives the Apoderma (TENUTO). 

Mode II. Our table shows four different signatures, each indi
cating a different Intonation. No. 1 and No. 4 indicate g as the 
starting-note. No. 2 means that b-natural (or h) is used; and No. 3 
directs a start from a. With all these there is no question of a 
different scale, for the medial cadences, the structure of the melody 
and the final cadences do not vary with the initial signature. The 
most frequent cadences are: a- g fe e, be' g fe e, ac' b b. 

Mode III. Signatures 1, 4 and 5 all denote c' as starting-note. 
No. 2 and No. 3 denote a. No. 6 is used medially and indicates c'. 

(The sign like two question-marks is an abbreviation of Nana.) 

Mode III. 

~') 
Mode II. 1. j 

)) / "',.. 2. ~ 

7T 

'll/ 
8. iJ 

• -r --2. s. r 

------,11 • 

5. r c... c:--
6. 'l i!.' 

,, J 
ModeIV. 51/ Mode I, Plagal 

Mode II Pl. 
\ ,, 

1.~J 
\ .,., ~ \ C:....- -

2.; ~ ...... 3. 4r 'j ,, ''- ,, 

). .,, ,J," 
4. TT 'j 

Mode III Pl. 
._._,,,-,, 

1. I 
-<-2-/'' 

Mode IV Pl. 

\Qc:-. c.--
4. ~OJ 11 ~ 11 

r 
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Cadences: c' ga gf f, c' ag f f (both common), ga c' c', d' b c' c' 
(rare). The note b-natural (or h) seems to be avoided near the 
f-cadence, as it would often suggest an unpleasant augmented fourth, 
while b-flat would bring in the Plagal mode. At medial cadences 
this sometimes seems to have happened, and the signature Barys is 
then used. 

Mode IV. This mode often discards its theoretical starting-note 
d' and begins more conveniently from g. The signature is used for 
either form. Thus we find a great collection of hymns beginning and 
ending on g, which a start from d' would take out of the compass of 
an ordinary Greek voice. These hymns frequently descend to c and 
thus, being in the region of the Fourth Plagal mode, require 
b-flat to avoid an augmented fourth. There is also a smaller collec
tion beginning on d' and ending on g. A few, which appear in 
some MSS as reckoned from c, are probably incorrectly copied 
and should read from g. 

Cadences: agg, fggg, bgg, bag g. 

Mode I Plagal. The usual starting-note is d (signature No. 1.). 
We also find a, with the same signature; and g with No. 2, and 
lastly e (signature No. 2 without the Kentema). We mark all 
Plagal modes with b-flat; but if the tune reaches the upper part 
of the scale and takes on the aspect of an Authentic mode, we 
change to b-natural (h) until the Plagal region is ~egained. 

Cadences: f d d, fe d d. A cadence on a is very rare. 

Mode II Plagal. No. 1 from e; No. 2 from g; No. 3 from a; 
No. 4 from f. 

Cadences: a- g fe e (frequent); also gfee and h c' gfe e. 

Mode III Plagal. This Mode is called Barys or Grave, either 
because it did not normally admit an accidental b-natural, or 
because it occasionally started from low b-flat and was thus the 
lowest of the Modes. In the Middle Byzantine period, however, 
it begins regularly from f and answers to our F-major scale. The 
signatures I and 3 imply a start from f, while No. 2 indicates a as 
the origin. The note d is very rarely used for this. 

Cadences: c' g af; c' g a gf f; g e f £ 
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Mode IV Plagal. The following starting-notes are used: No. 1, g; 
No. 2, a; No. 3, a; No. 4, c'; No. 5, c'; No. 6, e. The use of c' 
probably represents the by-form called Nana, which is intermediate 
between this mode and the Third Authentic. 

Cadences: c' b ag g; a f g g; b a g g. 

In no case is the list of cadences exhaustive: many more are 
known and others probably await discovery. But the main fact is 
that every hymn must end on the Finalis of the mode used, whatever 
the starting-note may have been. Very ·rarely and only in a long 
hymn do we find the third Plagal mode ending on b-flat; and the 
fourth Plagal on c'. 

CHROMATIC PASSAGES. 

Anyone who has listened to Modern Greek Church music must 
have been struck by the frequency of its chromatic passages; but in 
Middle Byzantine music we never find a whole hymn in the 
chromatic species, but only a short passage here and there. Further, 
the introduction of the chromatic sign seems usually, if not always, 
to be due to a later hand than the thirteenth century and may be 
regarded, in the main ( 1), as a fifteenth century development. • 
Until the reform of Chrysanthus in 1821, Greek Church Music had 
only one properly chromatic sign, called Nenano (vevavw) ..o-, 

which might be used (so far as can be seen) in any mode and on 
any part of the scale, where the augmented tone was desired. 
This sign has survived in the modern system. The following are 
mediaeval examples:-

Mode I. 6th Nov. 

Mode I Plagal, 21st Nov. 
n A 

J J I' JO w ~ t ~J 
. ... ,eal xat 

(I) Cf. Wellesz, E., Bvz. Mus1K, 92 and our comment, B. S. A., XXVII, 168. 



The effect of the sign only lasted to the end of the versicle. 
In the Late Byzantine system we often find, not only Mode I 

Plagal, but also II Plagal using the Chromatic · species. The latter 
then has the scale e f g ap bq (h) c' d' e'. 

Furthermore it is possible that the Late Byzantine notation 
where it uses the Chromatic modulation-sign, may have recorded 
an older, though unwritten, practice of some singers, who had 
come under Oriental influence. If the modern interpreter has 
reason to infer such a thing, he is advised to indicate the chromatic 
change by accidentals placed above the staff. 

MODULATION. 

In Ancient Greek theory it was possible to begin any Mode on 
any note; and in Byzantine theory every Mode has a Phthora or 
modulation-sign, which nominally makes the same thing possible. 
But in unaccompanied singing the difficulty of a sudden alteration 
of the mode would have been very great; and even in the Chry
santhine system, we rarely find it (1). For example, if we put the 
Modulation-sign of Mode III on e, the Finalis of Mode II, we 
should have to go on with e f# g# etc. Or if we put the Phthora 
of Mode II on f, the scale would be f gp ap bp c' d'p e'p. 

Experiments of this sort were made by composers in the later 
Middle Ages (2); but they had no place in the hymns handed 
down from the tenth and eleventh centuries, which form the main 
body of the Middle Byzantine Church music; and a discussion of 
them would take us beyond the scope of the present book. 

Apart from the Chromatic modulation-sign, or Nenano, already 
mentioned, the other Phthorae, are, especially in the Late Byzantine 
period, sometimes used to mark a return to the diatonic species 
from the chromatic, or else as a warning to the singer to remain 
within the diatonic species. We often find that a later hand has 
added modulation-signs to an earlier MS. 

(1) Chrysanthus, @ewe. Mey. §§ 377 seqq.- Rebours, OP. CIT. 58-68. 
(2) Thibaut, MONUMENTS, 89, quotes from Manuel Chrysaphes Ileel q;{}oewv, 

where a modulation is described, as made by Xenus Corones, the Precentor 
of St. Sophia, who probably flourished in the fourteenth century. The Modu
lation-signs of the Modes are all stylised forms of the letter rp and will be 
found in Fleischer, OP. CIT. 20 and Gastoue, OP. CIT. 25, and in the author's 
BYz. Mus. AND HYMNoGR. 50. 

CHAPTER V 

MUSICAL EXAMPLES 

We give a specimen in type of every one of the eight Byzantine 
Modes, with the equivalent in European notation. Our examples 
are taken from the following manuscripts. 

Athos: Vatopedi 288 (1). Late 12th century. 

Cambridge: Trinity College Library II65 (2). Probably written 
in the 14th century: then at some later date, perhaps in the 15th 
century, a scribe retraced the neumes in black, but did not 
touch up the signatures or other marks in red ink, which are 
very faint. 

Athens: National Library 974 (3), 13th century. 

In all these MSS there are occasional variants added by a second 
hand, but often illegible. No account has been taken of these in 
the present instance. Such alternative readings seem to represent 
local traditions, but they never radically alter the tune. 

If the student, aft~r working through our transcriptions, will 
cover up the key and make versions of his own, he will soon become 
expert in the notation. He can then try the facsiinile, made from a 
photographic negative. The Grottaferrata MS, from which this 
was taken, has been studied by many palaeographers and several 
reproductions have been published (4). The date of it is 1281. 

(1) Cf. Mus. ANTIQ.U. 1913, p. 205. 
(2) V. B. S. A., XXIII, p. 201; LAUDATE, June 1923 (with reproduction). 
(3) V. B. S. A., XXX, p. go. 
(4) Facsimiles in Riemann OP. CIT. Pl. VIII; B. S. A., XXVII, Pl. XXVI 

(version on p. 157); Tardo, L., LA Mus. BIZANTINA E I COD. DI MELURGIA D. 
BIBLIOT. DI GROTTAFERRATA (AccADEMIE E BIBLIOTECHE, IV, n. 4-5, April 
1931, p. 8. 



MoDE I. ANTIPHON FROM THE OcTOECHUS (1) (SuNDAY AT LAUDS). 

Cod Ath. Vatoped. 288, f. 367B. 

From a. 

(1) b ·up {}).{-{Jea-{}at 

--
TW'JI 

,= 

n 
' 0 -

n 

I J £j 
'--

<5v - vwv •• 

J 

- .... 
9 ,, ,; --I\ . > • 

&, E!.r J Cl J" 

Ip 

J' 
µe 

--n 

r 

;; 

J) 

r 
( 2) ela - a - uov <16v µov 

;; 
' -J. n i' , n. l , rr 

.... - ---- - -- ,; - -'. > 

n. J J"' ,rl n l ' 11 -
ve -rat (3) u6<1 - µov ov - <Jt WV 

, 
lu--r6;. - µa - Tat - ov 

(1) In the Octoechus the Ferial Services are arranged for a series of eight 
Sundays in rotation (including Saturday eve"ning) so as to cover the eight Modes 
in order. This original or Lesser Octoechus is now included in the Paracletice or 
Greater Octoechus, which comprises the Ferial Services for all the days of the 
week. 
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MODE II. FOURTH ODE OF CANON V'lj)tavxevo; b aeµa<1t. 

Cod. Cantab. Trin. 1165, f. 30 B. 

From b-natural (h). 

" {J .... - -,; - -- --- -- ,; - -- - -
~ 'J @ ' ' . j J G J" CJ Cl 

> 

J' G ~ J J" ; 
(1) To a - <p(!a<J - TO'V µva--rfJ - (!t O'JI (2) -rij; ' ev-

-,; .. - '-:: ---- - - -- - - ,, - - -
@ 

> 

~ 
I\ -J" J u J l J" r G (j ttu 

av - {}ew-nfJ - - <18 
, 

aov, Xeia--re, - w; . 0e 6;. 0 - -

.... - .... -- ,; - -- .... ----- - - ,; 9 -- -- ,, 

~ J' 
> r.\ > . 

J" n J l J" J: Cl G s· s Cl J J 
(3) µv<1-Tt - uw; neo - ua-r - t -<5wv 'A{J-{Ja - uovµ ' fJ , av-e- o-a 

I\ 

s J 
> 

el<1 - a - ufJ - uo - a T~'JI a - uo - fJv <1OV ual e - <po - {JfJ-

::: 
> • 

o r1 J J 
(5) ua-r - e 

, 
- 'VO - 'YJ - <Ja -ra ee - - ya <1OV 

I 

Line 5, fin. although there is no punctuation in the MS, yet the emphatic 
medial cadence in Mode I clearly marks the end of a line. 

, 
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-- - __. 
=t;' aw -- - -- -

b f ·l -- '" ~ ~- 4 I i' n J J" 11 
~ 

k. 
(6) ual bo ~a - - Cw T~'P bv - pa - I µw GOV 

MoDE III. HYMN FROM THE OcToEcHus (SATURDAY AT VESPERS). 

Cod. Athen. 974, page 174. 

From a. 
_,, -- - -y 

&, J J', J@ J s s s 
(1) 'Yµ-Pov-µep TO'JI 

-- --
s s J 

GW - Tij-(!a 

w ---

,= --A 

u l 
(2) TO'P 

. eu 

-- ,,,......., -
LJ r D 

,~ - '.:::. - -- .......... ,, - - 9 - - - - --A > A 

@ Fi l' & f 
. 
t cr r s Cl s tr r 

••I .... - .... ' .... - --- ,.. -- -- •JC 9 ,, -> . I:"\ A 

~l u s v s s J"' Cl Qr J n 
(5) '5w-eov- - µe - vo, . - µiv To µi " k 'YJ - ya e - -

.... 

ci 
Tij, 

-
I:"\ 

s 

-
J 11 
o, 

/· 
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MoDE IV. EIGHTH ODE OF CANON 0etq> ua).vrpf}et, BY ST. JOHN 

OF DAMASCUS. 

Cod. Cantab. Trin. 1165 f. 52. 

Froin g. 

IS~ .... ,.. 

&,p 
> . 

er 
(1) Av 

-
@p J 

-
l 

- et 

- -
J J" 

- - ,.. -> 

; f s J" 
Ta. bia-µa ual 

.... -- ,< - - -> 

f s s a s 

-
J I 

beo - at 

- aw 

f ;, 
(2) . T(!tG-Go-q,ey-y~, Tij, ffe-ae- - z[ - a, 0 

-
1 er J 

- ;;, -,, -- ,, 

' == 
J"' 

l J r s· 
- Cet T~'P q,M-ya 

,-= - .... ,, ,.. -> . A 

jjQ J. J J 
TV - - no,. 

(3) vµ - 'POV - Gt nai - '5e,, 8V - AO - yei '5e TO'II µ6 - '110'11 

.... - -- ,< - - - - - ,.. - aw ... ,.. .... -
&,p 

> > . 
;jj s s J" f a ; J" J s s s 

(4) GW - Tij - (!a ual na'IIT - ove-y6P, w, 8V - 8(! - yi - - T'YJ'II, 

- - - - ..., ........ : ..., - - aw -- -
~p s 

> 

s f J"' I J"' EffJ J I J: J f 

(5) ~ b'YJ - µt - OV(!-y'Yj-ffEi - - <Ja avµ-na - Ga uTt - a,, 

I 

i= 

i= 

II 
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MooE I PLAGAL. HYMN FROM THE OcToEcHus (SATURDAY AT 

VESPERS), 

Cod. Athen. 974, page 185. 

From d. 

l" 
:na -- -

J' 
?j -

-
n f f 

µat; aae - xl 

.... - - w -- .,,.. - '\. -'· > 

J" J; f l J"' JJJ 
> 

:mx - {}ot; c'Je - ~a - µe - vot;. 

- r,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,,,. - ,-.. ...... ..,.__.._ ....., 
A A accel. 

&t],f_ ~' _n_n~-=L'--t _,-+a-t-~ _J _1~r_1~J_J~J J ____ J~:r_1 

> ......_ ___.,, 

- - ~ 
~ >. .., i t5 
(3) -r:ijt; aae - xot; 

,_ - - -- .,,.. --
'· " 

J if FJ £,J"' .J > f 

f] J J J J I ·> 
{}s - (!Cl - 7'eV - <fOV 

.... - a,w -I . /';'\ 

n f f n G 
(4) ,eal a - va - <11:'YJ - (fOV ex n-r:at(f- µa - -r:wv xa - Ae - nwv, 

-;:, ,- -· - -- 9 ,, -- - -tp > " 
J"' f. J l fj J l l J"' 

(5) <pt.?. - av - {}ew - ns, xal aw - <fOV ?j - µat; 

II 

1 
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MooE II PLAGAL. HYMN FROM THE OcTOECHUS (SATURDAY AT 

VESPERS). 

Cod. Athen. 974, page 189. 

From g. 

l" 
n fJ :: -c.,; - ... -- ,,,__,,_ - -

n f n 
'-. 

> accel. > 1 J J J j ,I 

(I) Ilv - Aat; (fV'JI - -r:e{ - 'lj)at; xai 

-
" > 

n J s cJ l s· 
µox - Aovt; -r:ov "Ai - - c'Jov (fVV 

" " 
fj J1 l 

nav - -r:o -

w - ': - - - .. .,,,,,..,,,,,,,,,. - -,, - ~ ..... ,, - - ,, --" > accel. j m· m e-s ,,, 
CJ &t /J j ; ti (_ J j ~- __,, 

nwv nsn - -r:w - xot; av - t - <f1:1J-<1at; 

w -- - /.. - - - - ' - ;:, ,, -> > 

~p l n J"' l J J"' fJ £) J s· J ;t= 
C > 

(5) &-a -r:ov--r:o 
\ ?j - µsit; 

. vovv--r:st; {Jo -w -µsv xai vµ -



- -
S 

(6) o be 

- aw n 

r 
-• 
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- -t:'\I 
.... 
• -..,... ........ .. • . -

MODE III PLAGAL. (BARYS OR GRAVE MODE). FIRST ODE OF 

CANON. 

Cod. Cantab. Trin. 1165, f. 80. 

From f. . .,,.,. 
Pae-

,, - - .. ..,: - • - - - • -
@' } 

n ' J n 
~ J' l J J J fq= J' " r J' 

(1) "4-a - w - µev Tlp Kv - et - <!J (2) T<!J /Jv - ,O.t-

• - ,.::. -,, .,,.,. - - - - • • •• ,, 

~p 
' 11 ___ 

L l " l J' l J' LI J J " > 
<1av - Tt <Pa - ea - w . #a i.aa Ii'/) - - <lrJ 

- ,.::. - - • - - w 
.... • - -,, j ' 

f J" J' f ,~ 
i' 0 J i l' J" 

(3) ,eal T0'/1 'la - ea - ?JA. e,e «5ov-i.et - - a, i.v - Tew - aa-

- - ;:. • .. .. ,.::. -,, .,,.,. ,, • 9 ,, - • -
~p 

> > 

.0 
. II 

L l J s· er EJ J J' l J' fl 
µe - - '/l(!J (4) Tfl . 

«56 - ~n . -a - <pa - T<!J av - TOV 

Line I fin. The group with the Gorgosyntheton is crowded together in the . .,,.,.. 
MS, thus- "? :, as often. 

-q> • T<p 
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MODE IV PLAGAL. PART OF ANTIPHON FROM THE OCTOECHUS 

(SUNDAY AT LAUDS). 

Cod. Athen. 974, page 200. 

From g. 
~<5 '!; -;:. - - - 9 ;:. ... ;:. - - .... - - ... -, ,, > t:'\ 

s i' J' s· J' n s J' J: J l f. 
> 

(1) 'A - rt - <!J llvev - µa - Tt (2) mi, Tt, #ei- o, {JU - net 

9 .... , .. - - -•• .,,.,. - 9 .... ,, --II t:'\ 

~p i f Li n L n J' s s r > 
,eal neo - u - - ')'Et (3) TE - ea - wve-rei " v-

- - - • aw -- - - ,, .,,.,. - • , .. ,, -
~p 

> II 

o· J J' J' r s l' f s J F6 
tptO' - Ta (4) 81) Tet - alv l - va 0e - ov µei.-nwv. 

~ -- ;:. 9 --- - ,< .-;. ,, .,,.,. .... ,, ,, ,, 
~ ~ ~p t ~ 

f. 4 r. 1 l r r ~· ~ r 
> 

(5) . \ \ Tet -. i.aµ-nei et rae ,eat 

.... -bf$~ - aw -- -l tJ o· J f II 
(6) µov - ae - zei TO 0ei-ov. 

Line 5 INIT. A medial signature, confirming the progression, is added by 
Man. II. One or two trifling variants, given by this hand, are here omitted. 

FIN. The figure called Thematismus Eso is here used, as often, without its 
Subsidiary sign (Hypostasis.). 
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TRANSCRIPTION OF FACSIMILE. ODES I AND II OF CANON. From d. 
MODE I PLAGAL. <M~ a'. 

Cod. Crypt. E. y. II, f. 144 b. &,p 
> > 

j, J J J. ,., 
J f J' u s f l J_..,~ 

:__,-
(1) "4 (10) - µev T<p (10) - -rij - (!£ TWV 8- AWV 

I\ 

} iri &,p I 
,., 

fJ J ; ; J J f ~ J 
(2) T<p . , 

{Jov-Afj (3) e nl -rov ev - AOV e - XOV - (1£ - <p -

(a) 

J J1 
> 

:Tt(!0<1 - 'YJ - Aw-{}ev - T£. (4) xal TOV x6e1-µov <pw--rl-e1av--ri. 

@Fillo. > > 

J . "'·f·J\ 
8 - nl 

(b) I\ > • 

J" J1 fJ ]jg I 

@&{; ' l J1 J J J J II 
av - T<p , 

µo - vq, 
,, 
'l- - (10) - µev 

Cod. Oryptoferrat. B. y. 11 f. t« •. 

(a) The Parakletike (slur) is not very clear in the reproduction: we have 
Reprinted from Bvz. ZEITSCHR., 1924. ..., 

_.,,,.,,,-_ lC:- - . This slur recurs over -dw- at (b). 



'P~TJ {J'. 

&,, , n I /I 

iffJt. 
/I I n l__.f n 

el - µt . o 

~, r.'\ > r.'\ 

J' J J J l "' J" J L . l 1 J J" J J' 
0e-o~ . (3) . v-µwv 0 ev Da-1,,a.<1-<1rJ aw - aa~ Aa- 6v 

&,, 
/I r.'\ > 

J" l J" lr J t ~ f A l l] J J. J • . -:..._... 
(4) xal ev e-efJ-µq, Dee-tpa~ av--rov· (5) xal av-Dew-no~ -

/I 

; J" J l } 11 .fJ rll 
ye -yo-vw~ (6) l - va av - Dew-nwv. 

dllo. 

&,8$_; 
n 

l J 
I • 

JiDlllJ°"J" 
/I 

0 J £1 JI 
Ta le - ya Kv - el-ov TOV 0e - ov ?j - µwv 

@' 
/I > . I /I 

fJ Jfl J1 l l l l JJ II J J __,,, 
(2) xal nil. - - - <1at al . - 1'ol av TOV xe{- <1et~. 0 -

INDEX 

Antikenoma 27. 
Antiphon 38, 45. 
Apoderma or apodoma 25, 32. 
Apostrophus 20. 
Argon 26. 
Athens 37. 
Athos 17, 37. 
Bareia 26, 29. 
Barys or Grave Mode 34. 
Cadences 32-35. 
Cambridge 37. 
Canon 39, 41, 44 . 
Chamele 21. 
Chartres 14, 1 7. 
Chromatic Passages 35-6. 
Chrysanthus 16, 35. 
Coislin Notation 14, 29. 
Colon 27. 
Cucuzeles 15, 17, 18, 28. 
Diple 25. 
Double Apostrophus 20, 25. 
Duo Kentemata 19, 20. 
Elaphron 2 1, 29. 
Enarxis 28. 
Fita 28. 
Gorgon 26. 
Gorgosyntheton 27, 44. 
Grottaferrata 37. 
Hyporrhoe 20. 
Hypostasis 25. 
1-Jypotaxis 21. 

llypsele 21. 
Intonations 30-31. 
Ison 19. 
John of Damascus, Saint 13, 41. 
Kentema 21. 

Klasma 25. 
Kratema 25, 29. 
Kratemo-hyporrhoon 20. 
Kuphisma 19, 20 . 
Kylisma 26. 
Late Byzantine Notation 15. 
Manuel Chrysaphes 36. 
Martyria 32. 
Modes, Byzantine 30-36. 
Modulation 36. 
Nenano 35. 
Octoechus 38, 40, 42-3, 45· 
Oligon 19. 
Oxeia 19. 
Palaeobyzantine Notation 17, 18. 
Paracletice 38. 
Parakletike 2 7, 4 7. 
Pelaston 19, 20. 
Petaste 19. 
Phthora 36. 
Piasma 26. 
Pneuma 21. 
Psephiston 26. 
Round Notation 14. 
Seisma 29. 
Signature 32, 45. 
Soma 19, 21. 
Subsidiary Signs 25-29. 
Synagma 28. 
Thema Haploun 28. 
Thematismus 27, 45. 
Thes-kai-apothes 27. 
Tzakisma 25. 
Xenus Corones 36. 
Xeron Klasma 26. 
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A POSTSCRIPT 

First published as long ago as 1935, Professor Tillyard's Hand
book of the Middle Byzantine Musical Notation has proved itself over 
the years an extraordinarily practical introduction to Byzantine 
music. It is safe to say that every one of the younger men now work
ing in this field began his studies by mastering its contents. Even 
though it is by this time thirty-five years old, it is still as useful as 
ever. Now that all copies of the original printing have been sold, 
the book is being reprinted with this brief postscript. Its useful
ness should continue for many years to come. 

The method of transcription Tillyard explained and illustrated 
in his Handbook was worked out by the editors of the Monumenta j\ 
Musicae Byzantinae at their Copenhagen conference of 1931, at 
a time when only a relatively restricted number of sources were 
accessible to them in photographs or microfilms and at a time 
when their attention was largely focused on the problems presented 
by the notation of the Sticherarion and Hirmologion. As additional 
sources came to hand, their experience grew, and as they began 
also to study the notation of the Psaltikon and Asmatikon, of 
kalophonic chant, and of the other varieties of later Byzantine 
music, certain shortcomings of the method originally formulated 
became apparent. Minor modifications were agreed upon from time 1 

to time by the Editorial Board, as reported by Tillyard in Tran
scripta III (1940), xix, and V (1949), xvi, by H0eg in Transcripta 
VI (1952), xxiii (Note 12), xliv, and xlv, and by Wellesz in Tran
scripta IX (1957), xliii and lxvii. I myself proposed others in two 
articles for The Musical Quarterly, published in the volumes for 
1942 and 1945. 

Since the first appearance of Tillyard's manual, scholars not 
directly associated with the work of the Monumenta have fre
quently criticized the method it expounds and its application in 
the volumes of the Transcripta, sometimes as assuming too much~ 
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sometimes as assuming too little. No doubt it will someday be 
necessary to reconsider it in the light of our rapidly widening 
experience. Yet before this is done we shall need to know more 
about the earlier Byzantine notations and about the way the Middle 
Byzantine notation grew from them. To reconsider it without 
this knowledge can result only in random patchwork, eventually 
to be discarded. 

Outweighing any of the alleged deficiencies of the method are 
its positive merits. By now it is solidly established and well under
stood, even by its critics. And, as H0eg has said, it is "a convert
ible system of correspondences"; within limits, it enables the reader 
of a transcription to form an exact mental image of the original 
notation it represents, and this remains true even if he questions the 
validity of the several signs used in transcription to indicate dy
namic and rhythmic nuance and prefers to regard these as mere 
conventions. 

This second printing being a photographic reproduction, its 
series-title necessarily lists the members of the Editorial Board as 
of 1935. An up-to-date list of members heads the catalogue of 
publications printed on the inside covers. 
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